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ABSTRACT

Nucleocapsid protein (N-protein) is required for mul-
tiple steps in betacoronaviruses replication. SARS-
CoV-2-N-protein condenses with specific viral RNAs
at particular temperatures making it a powerful
model for deciphering RNA sequence specificity
in condensates. We identify two separate and dis-
tinct double-stranded, RNA motifs (dsRNA stickers)
that promote N-protein condensation. These dsRNA
stickers are separately recognized by N-protein’s two
RNA binding domains (RBDs). RBD1 prefers struc-
tured RNA with sequences like the transcription-
regulatory sequence (TRS). RBD2 prefers long
stretches of dsRNA, independent of sequence. Thus,
the two N-protein RBDs interact with distinct dsRNA
stickers, and these interactions impart specific
droplet physical properties that could support varied
viral functions. Specifically, we find that addition of
dsRNA lowers the condensation temperature depen-
dent on RBD2 interactions and tunes translational
repression. In contrast RBD1 sites are sequences
critical for sub-genomic (sg) RNA generation and

promote gRNA compression. The density of RBD1
binding motifs in proximity to TRS-L/B sequences is
associated with levels of sub-genomic RNA gener-
ation. The switch to packaging is likely mediated by
RBD1 interactions which generate particles that reca-
pitulate the packaging unit of the virion. Thus, SARS-
CoV-2 can achieve biochemical complexity, perform-
ing multiple functions in the same cytoplasm, with
minimal protein components based on utilizing mul-
tiple distinct RNA motifs that control N-protein inter-
actions.

INTRODUCTION

Phase separation has long been described in polymer
physics but only relatively recently is an appreciated mode
of macromolecular self-assembly in cells that results in the
formation of micron-scale droplets contributing to numer-
ous cellular functions (1–3). While many of the mechanisms
for protein-based condensation into droplets are known, the
rules for partitioning specific nucleic acids are largely un-
defined. A model of ‘stickers and spacers’ describes many
phase-separated coupled percolation systems (PSCP) (4,5)
in which ‘stickers’ represent sites of interactions amongst
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polymers and ‘spacers’ are the intervening sequences be-
tween the association sites (6–8). The grammar of protein–
protein interaction ‘stickers’ amongst disordered proteins
and oligomerization domains is beginning to be established
(6,9–15). How ‘stickers’ are encoded for RNA–protein or
RNA–RNA interactions to promote condensates of specific
identity and properties is far more mysterious (16).

Viruses present an opportunity to dissect interactions be-
tween proteins and nucleic acids that lead to liquid-like con-
densates because of their limited proteome that must engage
with specific viral nucleic acids (i.e. viral genome). Indeed,
proteins and nucleic acids from many different viruses have
now been shown to undergo condensation in physiological
conditions and form droplets in cells (17–23). Importantly,
viral model systems involving one protein and one genomic
nucleic acid (such as RNA), can reveal new principles for
nucleic acid sequence- and structure-encoded phase sepa-
ration by virtue of their compositional simplicity relative to
multi-component condensates. We predict that viruses store
information in their nucleic acid sequence and RNA struc-
ture to encode different condensate-dependent functions to
achieve biochemical complexity, performing multiple roles
in the same cell with few components. In this study, we ma-
nipulate RNA sequence and structure to decode RNA fea-
tures that specify condensation of SARS-CoV-2 nucleocap-
sid (N-protein) and genomic RNA.

Although, the global COVID-19 pandemic motivated
many studies of N-protein condensates, the specific role(s)
of such assemblies in the viral replication cycle is still an
open problem. The nucleocapsid protein (N-protein) is re-
quired for multiple viral functions (24). N-protein has many
features associated with proteins that undergo phase sep-
aration including two RNA binding domains (RBD1 and
RBD2) and additional intrinsically disordered motifs (25).
Notably, N-protein displays lower critical solution tem-
perature behavior (LCST), and RNA tunes the temper-
ature at which N-protein forms droplets (26). N-protein
forms droplets during infection (27), when expressed in
cells and cell-free (9,26,28–36) with fragments of the vi-
ral RNA genome (26,29,33). N-protein condensates are de-
pendent on salt (32–34), pH (34,37), and RNA sequence
(26,29,32,33). Although RNA is required to induce N-
protein demixing at physiological temperatures and ion
conditions, the RNA sequence and structural preferences
that govern N-protein interactions with RNA are unknown.
Remarkably, RNAs of the same length but different se-
quence and structure do not equally drive N-protein con-
densation (26). This specificity indicates that N-protein con-
densation is encoded by sequence- and structure-specific in-
teractions with RNA. Importantly, such differences raise
the possibility that during infection, separate N-protein
functions could occur in molecularly distinct droplets,
whose identity is formed via RNA-components.

N-protein phase separation shows remarkable specificity
for RNA sequence but the mechanism for N-protein’s
recognition of RNA is unknown. We previously showed
that the first 1000 nucleotides of the SARS-CoV-2 genome
(termed 5′end RNA) drive N-protein droplet assembly. In
contrast, another RNA sequence of identical length sur-
rounding the frameshifting element (FS) promoted solubi-
lization of N-protein (26). A clue to these opposing effects

came from the observation that these two RNAs exhibited
differential crosslinking patterns with N-protein. Crosslink-
ing between the 5′end RNA and N-protein preferentially
occurred in specific single-stranded areas adjacent to struc-
tured elements. In contrast, crosslinking was uniformly dis-
tributed in the solubilizing FS sequence. We speculated
that the differential crosslinking between condensation-
promoting and solubilizing RNA could be used as a tool
to identify N-protein preferences for particular RNA se-
quences, revealing how different modes of protein-RNA in-
teractions influence condensates. Thus, we sought to un-
cover how N-protein recognizes RNA to promote the for-
mation of liquid-like assemblies.

We show that the two RNA-binding domains in N-
protein interact with distinct RNA-sequence and structure
elements. This indicates N-protein has at least two dis-
tinct types of protein-RNA interaction ‘stickers’ that could
provide multivalency for phase separation. RBD1 recog-
nizes transcription-regulating sequence (TRS) and simi-
lar sequences in an RNA structure dependent manner.
RBD2 specifically interacts with dsRNA, independent of
sequence. The patterning and quality of these stickers can
lead to emergent material properties of condensates. N-
protein ‘RNA stickers’ can specify condensation tempera-
ture, RNA translation efficiency, sgmRNA generation, and
genome condensation. Our work provides the first evidence
of dsRNA/RBD interactions in specifying temperature-
sensitive behavior in any phase separating system. Impor-
tantly, we identify how combinations of the two dsRNA
stickers can pattern protein-RNA interactions to regulate
condensation with important implications for betacoron-
avirus replication.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein production

Recombinant protein expression and purification. For
protein purification, full-length N-protein was tagged
with an N-terminal 6-Histidine tag (pET30b-6xHis-TEV-
Nucleocapsid, N-Y109A and N-RBD2-Del) were expressed
in BL21 Escherichia coli (New England Biolabs). All steps
of the purification after growth of bacteria were performed
at 4◦C. Cells were lysed in lysis buffer (1.5 M NaCl, 20
mM Phosphate buffer pH 7.5, 20 mM Imidazole, 10 mg/ml
lysozyme, 1 tablet of Roche EDTA-free protease inhibitor
cocktail Millipore Sigma 11873580001) and via sonication.
The lysate was then clarified via centrifugation (SS34 rotor,
20 000 rpm 30 min) and the supernatant was incubated and
passed over a HisPurTM Cobalt Resin (ThermoFisher Sci-
entific 89965) in gravity columns. The resin was then washed
with 4 × 10 CV wash buffer (1.5 M NaCl, 20 mM Phos-
phate buffer pH 7.5, 20 mM imidazole) and protein was
eluted with 4 CV elution buffer (0.25 M NaCl, 20 mM phos-
phate buffer pH 7.5, 200 mM imidazole). The eluate was
then dialyzed into fresh storage buffer (0.25 M NaCl, 20
mM phosphate buffer) and aliquots of protein were flash
frozen and stored at –80◦C. Protein was checked for pu-
rity by running an SDS-PAGE gel followed by Coomassie
staining as well as checking the level of RNA contamina-
tion via Nanodrop and through running of a native agarose
RNA gel. All experiments were performed with His-tagged
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N-protein. Whi3 was purified according to our established
protocols (38,39).

DNA sequences for RNA and protein constructs are in the
Supplement

Dyeing of N-protein. N-protein was dyed by adding (3:1)
Atto 488 NHS ester (Millipore Sigma 41698) to purified
protein and incubating mix at 4◦C for 1 h with rocking.
Unbound dye was removed by overnight dialysis into pro-
tein storage buffer. For phase separation assays percent of
dyed protein was adjusted to 10% of total by dilution with
undyed protein.

RNA template design/production. Template pre-
dicted structure was designed using Vienna fold
(http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at). Sequences were generated
via site directed mutagenesis using overlapping oligos
(IDT). DNA sequences of tested RNA fragments are in the
supplement.

In vitro transcription. RNA production was carried out
according to our established protocols (Langdon et al.,
2018). Orf1ab templates were synthesized (IDT) and cloned
into pJet (ThermoFisher Scientific K1231) using blunt end
cloning. Directionality and sequence were confirmed using
Sanger sequencing (GENEWIZ). Plasmid were linearized
using PCR (iProof Bio-Rad 1725310). 5 �l of PCR prod-
uct was loaded onto an agarose gel to determine size and
purity. If the PCR product was pure then the sample was
PCR purified (QIAGEN 28106) if the band was impure, it
was gel purified (QIAGEN 28706) (PCR impurity was most
often a problem for the ultrastructured mutants of princi-
pal site 2). 100 ng of gel or PCR purified DNA was used
as a template for in vitro transcription (NEB E2040S) car-
ried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions with
the addition of 0.1 �l of Cy3 (Sigma PA53026) or Cy5
(Sigma PA55026) labeled UTP to each reaction. Follow-
ing incubation at 37◦C for 18 h, in vitro transcription re-
actions were treated with DNAseI (NEB M0303L) accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. Following DNAse
treatment, reactions were purified with 2.5 M LiCl precip-
itation. Purified RNA amounts were quantified using nan-
odrop and verified for purity and size using a denaturing
agarose gel and Riboruler RNA ladder (Thermo Scientific
SM183). Of note in an earlier version of this manuscript
RNA molarity was calculated with a molecular weight
of 499.5 (nucleotide triphosphate) rather than 321.5 (nu-
cleotide monophosphate) meaning original reported values
were inaccurate by a factor of ∼1.6.

Phase separation assays. For in vitro reconstitution phase
separation experiments, 15 �l droplet buffer (20 mM Tris
pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) was mixed with cy3 or cy5 labeled
desired RNA and DEPC treated H20 (final volume 5 �l)
and 5 �l protein in storage buffer was added at desired
concentration. The mix was incubated in 384-well plates
(Cellvis P384-1.5H-N) for 1–20 h at 37◦C unless indicated
otherwise. Droplets formed after short incubations of 20
min or less, however, they were initially smaller and ma-
tured into larger droplets during the overnight incubation

step. Time to maturation varied based on the ratio of RNA
to protein, concentration of RNA and protein and RNA se-
quence. Multiple conditions per mutant were tested with the
most optimal conditions for differences selected for com-
parison. Imaging of droplets was done on a spinning disc
confocal microscope (Nikon CSU-W1) with VC Plan Apo
100×/1.49 NA oil (Cargille Lab 16241) immersion objec-
tive and an sCMOS 85% QE 95B camera (Photometrics).
Data shown are representative of three or more independent
replicates, across two or more RNA preparations. When-
ever possible multiple mutations were designed to disrupt
the same class of feature in multiple sequence contexts.

Comparison of droplet images to absorbance A280 reading in
dilute phase

The mix was incubated in 384-well plates (Cellvis P384-
1.5H-N) at 25, 30 or 37◦C. Following imaging. 2 �l of di-
lute phase solution (taken from the top of the well) was nan-
odropped and absorbance A280 was recorded. Error bars in-
dicate the A280 measurement from the three technical repli-
cates. (Of note, concentrations below 3 �M N-protein did
not give high enough A280 absorbance to generate reliable
measurements.) N = 3 technical replicates.

Cell culture. HEK293T cells were originally obtained
from ATCC. All cell lines were maintained in DMEM
(Corning 10-013-CV) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (Gibco). No antibiotics were used.

Plasmid transfection. Twenty four hours prior to trans-
fection, confluent cells were split 1:5. Two hours prior to
transfection, 500 �l of fresh media was added to 24-well
plates. 500 ng of plasmid DNA for each Nucleocapsid GFP
Spark (Sino biological VG40588-ACGLN) and the MSCV
blast 1–1000 fragments was co-transfected using FUGENE
HD. Transfections were then incubated for 24–48 h prior to
imaging. N = 3 biological replicates.

Cell Imaging. Cells were imaged using a 40× air objective
on a spinning disk confocal microscope (Nikon Ti-Eclipse,
Yokogawa CSU-X1 spinning disk). Images were taken with
a ANDOR camera. Representative cells are taken from
N = 3 biological replicates.

Cell imaging quantification. Cells with puncta were
cropped using FIJI. Experimenters were then blinded to
conditions, and puncta were counted for each cell. Whole
cell N:GFP signal was quantified using ImageTank (40).

Genome N-protein motif analysis. YRRRY motifs were
counted throughout the NC 045512.2 reference genome
(with overlapping motifs counted separately) and the mo-
tif counts in each 1000 bp window were plotted as a his-
togram. The density of double-stranded RNA was plotted
using a kernel density estimation plot with smoothing pa-
rameter set to 100.

EMSA. 65 ng/�l of the indicated RNA sequence was
incubated with 0, 0.75, 1.5 or 2.2 �M Y109A mutant
N-protein at 25 or 37◦C for 1 h in the following buffer
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10 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 50 �M EDTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM
DTT, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg/ml BSA, 2.5 �g yeast TRNA,
10 U RNAse inhibitor and loading dye. Samples were then
loaded onto an 8% TBE gel and run at 100 V for 1 h at 4◦C.
Gels were then stained with SYBRgold (S11494) and im-
aged. Unbound RNA was quantified using ImageJ. N = 3
technical replicates.

Temperature dependent turbidity tests. The LCST behav-
iors of different phase separation systems were investigated
on a Cary 300 temperature-dependent ultraviolet-visible
spectroscopy equipped with a multicell thermoelectric tem-
perature controller. The samples (4 �M of N-protein with
24 nM of RNAs) were mixed and prepared in a droplet
buffer (20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) at 4◦C. Before
the initiation of the heating process of the turbidity test, for
the experiments shown in Figure 2A, the samples were in-
cubated for 1 hour at 4◦C; for the experiments shown in
Figure 2B and C, the samples were incubated for 20 min
at 4◦C. A heating rate of 1◦C/min was applied during the
temperature ramp while the absorbance at � = 350 nm was
recorded at every 0.33◦C increment. Normalized turbidity
was calculated by the absorbance at the lowest temperature
point normalizes to the absorbance at the highest tempera-
ture point. N = 1 technical replicate.

Melting temperature of SL3. Melting temperatures
were calculated using DINAMelt webserver. http:
//www.unafold.org/results2/twostate-fold/220509/163346/
Parameters for RNA at 37◦C [Na+] = .15 M, [Mg++] =
0 M.

Phyre structure prediction/Pymol structure alignment. The
following SARS-CoV-2 amino acid sequence was input into
Phyre

TKKSAAEASKKPRQKRTATKAYNVTQAFGRRG
PEQTQGNFGDQELIRQGTDYKHWPQIAQFAPSAS
AFFGMSRIGMEVTPSGTWLTYTGAIKLDDKDPNF
KDQVILLNKHIDAYKTFP.

This sequence best matched with the crystal structure
of the RBD2-dimerization domain of SARS-CoV-1 (41).
The resulting structure prediction was aligned to the crystal
structure of SARS-CoV-1 or MERS-CoV (42) using Pymol.

N-Protein beta sheet 2 conservation. N-protein amino acid
sequences from MHV, OC43, MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV-1,
and SARS-CoV-2 were taken from Uniprot and aligned us-
ing Clustal Omega.

RBD2/dimerization domain mutation frequency. Patient
mutations from GSAID were downloaded on 7/14/2021
(2337992 total sequences for the following amino acids of
N-protein.) for the following sequence.

TKKSAAEASKKPRQKRTATKAYNVTQAFGRRG
PEQTQGNFGDQELIRQGTDYKHWPQIAQFAPSAS
AFFGMSRIGMEVTPSGTWLTYTGAIKLDDKDPNF
KDQVILLNKHIDAYKTFP.

Fraction of samples with mutations for each amino acid
was calculated by combining detected substitutions or in-
dels and dividing by the total number of sequences. For
highly mutated amino acids the most common mutation(s)
were noted.

Mass photometry of purified N-protein. Mass photometry
was performed according to established protocols (43). 10
�l of protein storage buffer (250 mM NaCl 20 mM phos-
phate buffer pH 7.5) was used to focus followed by addi-
tion of 10 �l of 40 nM N-protein in protein storage buffer
(wildtype or RBD2-del) for a final protein concentration of
20 nM. Representative histograms were generated from 2
min movies reflective of the raw detected particle molecular
weight in kDAs.

In vitro translation assay. Protocol was adapted from the
method described by Tsang et al. (44) Briefly, 40nM of
5′UTR nano luciferase fusion RNA was incubated with ei-
ther protein 0.3�M or 3.2 �M N-protein for 20-min at room
temperature in PCR strip tubes (8�l total volume, final
buffer conditions 140 mM NaCl, 4 mM phosphate buffer,
12 mM TRIS pH 7.5) as a control for basal luciferase RNA
translation, N-protein storage buffer was added (250 mM
NaCl 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.5). Following incuba-
tion, 5 �l rabbit reticulocyte lysate + Met + Leu (Promega
L4960), was added to the protein/RNA mixture (or RNA
and buffer) and the resulting mix was incubated at 30◦C for
2 h. 2 �l of in vitro translation product was then mixed with
25 �l of nano luciferase assay reagents (Promega N205A).
Light production was measured on a luminometer. Data de-
picted represents N = 3 replicates. Of note, similar trans-
lational repression was observed when we incubated RNA
under droplet permissive conditions in plates (37◦C, 1–2 h)
however this was much less reproducible likely due to the
difference in RNA partitioning in the well post incubation
with N-protein.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and quantification
of RNP size distribution. For negative stained TEM im-
ages used to quantify the assemblies of RNP size distri-
bution, 5 �l of 20 �M protein in 250 mM NaCl, 20mM
phosphate buffer pH 7.5 and 5 �l of 80 nM RNA (FS
RNA or 1000) in water were mixed in 15 �l of reaction
buffer (150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5). The final pro-
tein and RNA concentrations in the solution were 4 �M
and 16 nM, respectively. For control measurements, protein
without RNA and RNA without protein solutions were pre-
pared. All mixture solutions were incubated at room tem-
perature for overnight to measure negative stained TEM im-
ages.

Negatively stained samples were prepared on carbon
film-coated grids supported by lacey carbon on 300 cop-
per mesh (Electron microscopy Sciences). Grids were glow-
discharged immediately before use. 8 �l aliquot of protein
and RNA mixture solution was applied to the grid. After 2
min absorption to the carbon film, the solution was blotted
and washed with 8 �l of water for 10 s, blotted, stained with
8 �l of 2% uranyl acetate for 10 s, blotted, and dried. Nega-
tive stained TEM images were obtained on a FEI Morgagni
microscope.

Images were analyzed with ImageJ software (available at
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij). Since the shape of the small RNP
is not a sphere, two major and minor diameters of the el-
liptical shape of the RNP were measured, and the averaged
values from two diameters were reported. Gaussian fitting
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of averaged diameter histogram was performed with Igor
Pro 8.0.4.2 (WaveMetrics).

RNP-MaP probing of N-protein–RNA interactions. N-
Protein and RNA mixtures were prepared as described in
the ‘Phase Separation Assay’ section above and incubated
for 1.5 h at 37◦C. N-protein or N-protein Y109A–FS RNA
mixtures were prepared in 80 nM RNA, 1�M protein (di-
lute state, 12.5× excess protein) RNA-only samples were
also prepared as a control. After confirmation of phase sep-
aration by imaging mixtures were immediately subjected to
RNP-MaP treatment as described (45), with modifications
described below. Briefly, 200 �l of mixtures were added to
10.5 �l of 200 mM SDA (in DMSO) in wells of a 6-well
plate and incubated in the dark for 10 min at 37◦C. RNPs
were crosslinked with 3 J/cm2 of 365 nm wavelength UV
light. To digest unbound and crosslinked N-proteins, reac-
tions were adjusted to 1.5% SDS, 20 mM EDTA, 200 mM
NaCl and 40 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0) and incubated at 37◦C
for 10 min, heated to 95◦C for 5 min, cooled on ice for 2
min, and warmed to 37◦C for 2 min. Proteinase K was then
added to 0.5 mg/ml and incubated for 1 h at 37◦C, followed
by 1 h at 55◦C. RNA was purified with 1.8′ Mag-Bind To-
talPure NGS SPRI beads (Omega Bio-tek), purified again
(RNeasy MinElute columns, Qiagen), and eluted with 14 �l
of nuclease-free water.

MaP reverse transcription. After SHAPE and RNP-MaP
RNA modification and purification, MaP cDNA synthesis
was performed using a revised protocol as described (Mus-
toe et al., 2019). Briefly, 7 �l of purified modified RNA was
mixed with 200 ng of random 9-mer primers and 20 nmol of
dNTPs and incubated at 65◦C for 10 min followed by 4◦C
for 2 min. 9 �l 2.2 2′-MaP buffer [1′ MaP buffer consists of
6 mM MnCl2, 1 M betaine, 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 75 mM
KCl, 10 mM DTT] was added and the combined solution
was incubated at 23◦C for 2 min. 1 �l Superscript II Re-
verse Transcriptase (200 units, Invitrogen) was added and
the reverse transcription (RT) reaction was performed ac-
cording to the following temperature program: 25◦C for 10
min, 42◦C for 90 min, 10′ [50◦C for 2 min, 42◦C for 2 min],
72◦C for 10 min. RT cDNA products were then purified (Il-
lustra G-50 microspin columns, GE Healthcare).

Library preparation and sequencing. Double-stranded
DNA (dsDNA) libraries for sequencing were prepared
using the randomer Nextera workflow (46). Briefly, purified
cDNA was added to an NEBNext second-strand synthesis
reaction (NEB) at 16◦C for 150 minutes. dsDNA products
were purified and size-selected with SPRI beads at a 0.8 ra-
tio. Nextera XT (Illumina) was used to construct libraries
according to the manufacturer’s protocol, followed by
purification and size-selection with SPRI beads at a 0.65′
ratio. Library size distributions and purities were verified
(2100 Bioanalyzer, Agilent) and sequenced using 2 × 300
paired-end sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq instrument
(v3 chemistry).

Sequence alignment and mutation parsing. FASTQ files
from sequencing runs were directly input into ShapeMapper
2 software (47) for read alignment, mutation counting and

SHAPE reactivity profile generation. The –random-primer-
len 9 option was used to mask RT primer sites with all
other values set to defaults. For RNP-MaP library analy-
sis, the protein:RNA mixture samples are passed as the –
modified samples and no-protein control RNA samples as
–unmodified samples. Median read depths of all SHAPE-
MaP and RNP-MaP samples and controls were >50 000
and nucleotides with a read depth of <5000 were excluded
from analysis.

Sub-genomic RNA abundance and recombination sites
were taken from the following (48).

Secondary structure modeling. Secondary structure mod-
els were taken from our previous publication (26).

RNP-MaP reactivity analysis. A custom RNP-MaP anal-
ysis script (45) was used to calculate RNP-MaP ‘reactivity’
profiles from the Shapemapper 2 ‘profile.txt’ output. RNP-
MaP ‘reactivity’ is defined as the relative MaP mutation rate
increase of the crosslinked protein–RNA sample as com-
pared to the uncrosslinked (no protein control) sample. Nu-
cleotides whose reactivities exceed reactivity thresholds are
defined as ‘RNP-MaP sites’. RNP-MaP site densities were
calculated over centered sliding 15-nt windows to identify
RNA regions bound by N-protein. An RNP-MaP site den-
sity threshold of five sites per 15-nt window was used to
identify ‘N-protein binding sites’ with boundaries defined
by the RNP-MaP site nucleotides.

Dynamic light scattering. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
measurements were performed at 25◦C using a Wyatt Dy-
naPro temperature-controlled Plate Reader (Wyatt Tech-
nology, Santa Barbara, CA). Samples for the DLS system
were prepared in the droplet buffer and filtered through 0.02
mm Whatman Anotop sterile syringe filters (GE Healthcare
Life Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA) into a 96-well plate (Wyatt
Technology, Santa Barbara, CA). Samples were incubated
for 20 min at 25◦C before testing. N = 10 acquisitions were
taken, and the results presented represent the mean Rh of
the sample.

Genome N-protein motif analysis. YYAAAY motifs were
counted throughout the NC 045512.2 reference genome
(with overlapping motifs counted separately) and the mo-
tif counts in each 1000 bp window were plotted as a his-
togram. The density of double-stranded RNA was plotted
using a kernel density estimation plot with smoothing pa-
rameter set to 100. Viral genome RNA structure data was
taken from (49).

RESULTS

We first sought to determine which RNA features promote
N-protein condensation using an in vitro phase separation
assay which we perform at physiological salt, protein and
RNA concentrations in the absence of any artificial crowd-
ing agents. Previously, we identified two regions within the
first 1000 nucleotides (nt) or 5′end of SARS-CoV-2 which
preferentially crosslinked with recombinant N-protein at
protein concentrations below those required for phase sep-
aration (principal sites). These principal sites are in single
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stranded sequences between two strongly structured (Figure
1A) and conserved (Figure 1B) stem-loops. Our goal here is
to understand which features of this RNA sequence are the
interaction sites of N-protein relevant for driving condensa-
tion. We hypothesize that these principal sites either act as
‘stickers’ that drive co-phase separation with N-protein or
are ‘spacers’ adjacent to the functional stickers in the struc-
tured elements.

We first established a regime to be able to test each prin-
cipal site independently and in combination in conditions
which allowed us to see droplet size and/or morphology
change following mutation. Principal site 1 is in the 5′UTR
(nt:1–267 above orange dashed line) (Figure 1A). Given the
observation that 5′UTR and smaller fragments can induce
N-protein phase separation (29,33), we first asked what seg-
ments of the first 1000 nt of the 5′end were sufficient to pro-
mote condensation in vitro? To this end, we tested 1–1000 nt,
1–267 nt (the 5′UTR), 1–500 nt and 500–1000 nt fragments
at either 24, 40 or 80 nM RNA and 3.6 �M protein. All
tested fragments could drive N-protein condensation how-
ever some fragments drove condensation more readily (1–
500 or 1–1000) (Figure 1C). We selected 3.6 �M N-protein
and 24 nM RNA for subsequent experiments (orange box),
which resulted in medium sized droplets for 1–1000 nt and
1–500 nt. Medium sized droplets allowed us to see reduc-
tion or enhancement of condensation following mutation
providing a set of conditions to examine RNA features rel-
evant to droplet formation.

dsRNA promotes N-protein condensation

We predicted if N-protein recognizes ssRNA, altering the
ssRNA content between stem-loops (increasing or decreas-
ing) should alter N-protein binding to principal sites and in
turn condensation. Alternatively, if adjacent dsRNA medi-
ates N-protein recognition of principal sites, we predict that
changing the length of stem-loops will alter N-protein bind-
ing and condensation. Thus, we designed a series of muta-
tions to independently disrupt single stranded and double-
stranded RNA in or adjacent to the principal sites.

We disrupted principal site 1 in 1–500 nt (Figure 1D),
principal site 2 in 500–1000 nt (Figure 1E), or both prin-
cipal sites in 1–1000 nt (Figure 1F). To test the impor-
tance of the single-stranded, principal site sequence alone,
we first deleted the single stranded sequence (–ssRNA). We
observed that in any of the tested sequence contexts (Figure
1D–F) deletion of the ssRNA principal site did not signif-
icantly alter condensation relative to wild-type. This shows
that the ssRNA is not required for N-protein droplet for-
mation. Instead, N-protein binding to dsRNA may drive
condensation.

We next sought to address the role of the conserved struc-
tured RNA (Figure 1B) located adjacent to the principal
sites. To do this, we converted the single-stranded, principal
site sequence to dsRNA (preserving the total RNA length,
by recoding the sequence 5′ and 3′ to the stem-loops to pair
with the principal site (+dsRNAa). Strikingly, this type of
mutation resulted in enhanced condensation in all three se-
quence contexts (Figure 1D–F), with much larger droplets
forming more quickly in identical protein and RNA con-
centrations. We next sought to induce the formation of ad-

ditional double-stranded RNA in a different way. Thus,
we converted the single stranded principal site region to
double-stranded RNA by forcing the single stranded region
to base pair by adding complementary sequences. We did
this either 5′ of the first hairpin (+dsRNAb) or 3′ of the sec-
ond hairpin (+dsRNAc) which flanked the single stranded
principal sites. In all three sequence contexts, this type of
mutation again enhanced the rate of formation and volume
fraction of condensed material (Figure 1D–F). Thus, using
six different mutant contexts, we see dsRNA promotes con-
densate formation.

To examine if dsRNA addition could be additive, we
also tested individually +dsRNAb and +dsRNAc on a sin-
gle principal site (either 1 or 2) in the context of 1–1000
nt. We observed that mutations which affect principal site
2 were better able to enhance condensation compared to
those which effect principal site 1 (Supplementary Figure
S1A). This is likely due to dsRNA length differences. For ex-
ample, mutated principal site 1 adding 44 nt of dsRNA (22
nt of additional RNA sequence) was less efficient at driving
assemblies than principal two adding 62 nt of dsRNA (31 nt
of additional RNA sequence) (Supplementary Figure S1A).
Further, the combination of the mutations did not enhance
droplet formation much more than those only altering prin-
cipal site 2 which indicates there may be a threshold to the
enhancement (Supplementary Figure S1A). These data sug-
gest that increasing dsRNA content, up to a certain thresh-
old, can accelerate and promote a larger volume of con-
densed N-protein.

So far, all tested mutations which enhanced structure
also destroyed the single stranded principal site by con-
verting it to dsRNA. Therefore, we next asked whether ad-
dition of 10 paired nucleotides (20 nt per stem-loop) of
dsRNA at the base of the principal site flanking stem-loops
would also promote condensation (+dsRNAd). This mu-
tant would preserve the ssRNA of the principal site while
creating additional structure. We observed that these ex-
tended stem-loops indeed also enhanced condensation rel-
ative to wildtype in all three sequence contexts (Figure 1D–
F). A caveat to interpreting these results however is that 3/4
of the classes of +dsRNA (+dsRNAb–d) mutant RNA in-
creases the length by 22–80 nt) and RNA length has been
shown to modulate the ability of N-protein to form conden-
sates (26).

We sought to disentangle the effects of length addition
to the dsRNA constructs by expanding the single stranded
region by inserting exogenous sequence (+ssRNAa) (27 nt
coding for Hemagglutinin (HA)) in the center of the sin-
gle stranded principal sites. Two different ssRNA sequences
were independently inserted into principal site 2 (Supple-
mentary Figure S1B). We observed in all three sequence
contexts, addition of HA RNA sequence resulted in neg-
ligible enhancement of condensation (Figure 1D–F). These
RNA length controls all resulted in negligible levels of en-
hancement (Supplementary Figure S1B). Taken together,
these results suggest that dsRNA addition enhances N-
protein condensation in contrast to ssRNA addition and
the enhancement by additional dsRNA cannot be explained
simply by increased RNA length.

Next, we sought to determine whether the sequence
and/or structure of the stem–loops flanking the principal
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Figure 1. dsRNA-driven condensation is independent of RBD1. (A) SHAPE based structure model of the first 1000 nucleotides of the SARS-CoV-2
genome. Light green letters indicate locations of preferential N-protein crosslinking (principal sites). Brackets indicate the fragments; 5′UTR, 1–500 nt and
500–1000 nt. Stem-loops are numbered (SL). Inset indicates locations of structure manipulations for the rest of the figure. Specifically, mutations altered
the region containing SL4 and 5 of principal 1 and/or SL12 and 13 principal 2. (B) Comparison of SL1-5 of SARS-CoV-1 and MERS-CoV (56). (C)
Representative images from phase separation experiments with 3.6 �M recombinant N-protein (green) and the corresponding RNA sequence 1–1000,
5′UTR, 1–500 and 500–1000 for 24, 40 and 80 nM RNA. Orange box indicates selected condition for (D–F). (D) Mutation series in the 1–500 context
depicting the predicted structure of mutants directed against SL4 and 5 and the intervening single stranded sequence of principal site 1 (light green letters).
N-protein is depicted in green. Mutation classes are as follows -ssRNA (purple), +dsRNA (teal), +ssRNA (orange). -dsRNA (grey), Restore pairing (blue).
(E) The equivalent mutation series (as in D) for 500–1000 context (principal site 2 in light green letters) depicting the predicted structure of mutants directed
against SL12 and 13 or the intervening single stranded sequence of principal site 2. (F) Combination of mutations from (D) and (E) in the context of 1–1000.
N-protein is depicted in green. (D–F) Deletion of the single stranded regions of the principal sites do not significantly impact condensation (-ssRNA).
Addition of dsRNA (teal) (+dsRNAa-d) enhances N-protein condensation. Addition of single stranded RNA (+ssRNAa orange) coding for HA tag in
the center of the principal sites leads to a mild enhancement of condensation. Unpairing principal site adjacent stem-loops (grey -dsRNA) on the 5′ side
reduces condensation. Restoration of wildtype RNA structure (blue Restore pairing) but with a different sequence restores condensation to wildtype levels.
(G) Only those mutations that lead to an addition of dsRNA (+dsRNAa-d), retain the ability to induce phase separation following Y109A mutation and
destruction of N-protein RBD1. For all images, scale bar indicates 10 �m all experiments show representative images from at least three replicates and two
independent batches of RNA.
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sites were important. Therefore, we unpaired the principal
site flanking stem-loops by making mutations (–dsRNA) on
the 5′ side. We observed that in all three contexts -dsRNA
resulted in a reduction (1–500) or loss (500–1000, 1–1000)
of condensation relative to wildtype (Figure 1D–F). To res-
cue the -dsRNA mutant we made compensatory mutations
on the 3′ side of the stem-loop to restore the structure (Re-
store pairing). The Restore pairing mutant resembled wild-
type levels of condensation in all sequence contexts. Thus,
we concluded that reducing dsRNA generally limits phase
separation and the specific primary sequence of the stem-
loops does not play a significant role.

To assess if addition of dsRNA was sensitive to the rela-
tive stoichiometry of RNA and protein, we tested wildtype
and +dsRNAa in the context of 1–1000 in a small phase di-
agram. +dsRNAa was chosen as it is the same exact length
as wildtype but produced more and larger droplets at 3.6
�M N-protein and 24 nM RNA. We observed that rela-
tive to wildtype (Supplementary Figure S1C), +dsRNAa
(Supplementary Figure S1D and E) consistently produced
more condensates at 3 �M N-protein (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1C and D) indicating this enhancement is reproducible
in multiple regimes. However, differences were observed at 1
�M N-protein with only some conditions promoting more
condensate formation, indicating a shifted phase boundary
for the mutant. (Supplementary Figure S1C and D). We
further confirmed that N-protein recruitment to droplets
was higher for +dsRNAa by measuring the absorbance of
the dilute phase at 280 nm (A280) (Supplementary Figure
S1E). In all three tested RNA concentrations at 3 �M N-
protein mutant RNA addition resulted in significantly lower
280 signal indicative of higher levels of droplet recruitment
(Supplementary Figure S1E). Thus, dsRNA-mediated en-
hancement of condensation appears to be consistent across
different RNA and protein concentrations or ratios.

dsRNA-driven condensation is independent of RBD1

We next determined which RNA binding domain of N-
protein mediates the dsRNA-based condensation enhance-
ment. N-protein has two distinct RNA-binding domains;
located in the N-terminal domain (NTD) RBD1 is struc-
tured (50) and in the C-terminal domain (CTD) RBD2 is
a lysine-rich IDR (51). The single point mutant Y109A
in RBD1 blocked droplet formation with 5′end RNA (1–
1000) (26) and resulted in a 2000-fold reduction in affin-
ity for RNA (50). Y109A mutant N-protein was incubated
with the panel of mutant RNAs in the context of 1–1000.
Only those mutations which resulted in more dsRNA could
promote condensate assembly (Figure 1G). Notably, the
droplets that form with these more structured RNAs and
Y109A are smaller and flocculated (different morphology)
suggesting key aspects of the material properties of droplets
are lost with the loss of RBD1 activity. Thus, +dsRNA
can promote phase separation independent of a functional
RBD1 suggesting +dsRNA works instead through interac-
tions with RBD2.

We sought to test whether the condensation-promoting
mutations in the RNA sequences were specific to N-protein
or generalizable to any RNA-driven phase separating sys-
tem. To this end, we tested all mutations in the 1–1000 con-

text with recombinant Whi3 protein. Whi3 has previously
been shown to undergo sequence-specific RNA-dependent
phase separation (38,39). We observed no obvious differ-
ence between any of the mutant RNAs and the wildtype
1–1000 nt sequence with condensing Whi3 protein (Supple-
mentary Figure S1F). This indicates that the mutations are
acting specifically through alteration of N-protein/RNA in-
teraction and not a general, non-specific RNA:protein in-
teraction or trans RNA:RNA interaction. Taken together,
addition of dsRNA enhances the phase separation of N-
protein specifically, and this enhancement is independent of
RBD1 and requires structure but not the specific RNA pri-
mary sequence.

RNA structure mutants accelerate droplet formation in cells
and in solution

Next, we sought to confirm our observations regarding
RNA sequence/structure-mediated N-protein droplet for-
mation in cells to see if the sequences behave similarly in
the more complex and crowded cellular environment. To
this end, we first needed to control for the reported transla-
tional repressive effects (52,53) of non-structural protein 1
(NSP1) which was encoded in the 5′ end 1–1000 fragment.
Thus, we designed a mutation in the start codon of NSP1
(Start Mutant) which would preserve the structure of SL5
but block NSP1 translation (Supplementary Figure S2A).
We then confirmed that the Start Mutant yielded similar
levels of droplets as wild-type (Supplementary Figure S2B).
It was unnecessary to also mutate the NSP1 start codon of
our structure mutant of the same length (+dsRNAa) as this
mutation also resulted in premature stop codons in NSP1
protein (Supplementary Figure S2C). Thus, we cloned wild-
type 1–1000, Start Mutant, and +dsRNAa into a mam-
malian expression vector and co-transfected these plasmids
with a plasmid driving N-protein:GFP in HEK293T cells
(Supplementary Figure S2D).

To determine if dsRNA addition altered condensates in
cells, we imaged cells co-transfected with specific RNAs and
protein. We observed that at early timepoints (24 hours)
+dsRNAa resulted in a significant increase in the number
of puncta (4–5 per cell) per square micron in cells com-
pared to Wildtype or Start Mutant control (2–3 per cell)
(Supplementary Figure S2E and F). However, this differ-
ence was reduced at 48 hours. Further, there was no signifi-
cant difference in the mean fluorescence of N:GFP between
the compared cells (Supplementary Figure S2G) so differ-
ences could not be explained by N-protein expression levels
(26). Collectively, these results suggest that dsRNA addition
accelerates N-protein droplet formation in cells.

The apparent acceleration in droplet formation time
prompted us to examine differences in timing with the in
vitro system for mutants in all 3 sequence contexts (shorter
incubation time (2 hours) than shown in Figure 1D–F (18
h). Consistent with the structure mutants accelerating N-
protein droplet formation in cells, the mutants which result
in more and larger droplets at 18 hours had vastly more pro-
nounced differences at 2 h indicating that these structure
mutants also accelerate droplet formation cell free (Supple-
mentary Figure S2H). Similar results as for 1–1000 (Supple-
mentary Figure S2H) were obtained for both the 1–500 and
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500–1000 contexts (Supplementary Figure S2I and J). Col-
lectively, these data suggest that addition of dsRNA accel-
erates N-protein phase separation with target RNAs both
cell free and in cells.

Addition of dsRNA alters material properties

We next asked if the addition of dsRNA alters the material
properties of the resulting droplets. In our previous work,
we found that different RNA sequences could lead to N-
protein droplets with distinct physical properties. This fea-
ture may be relevant for generating immiscible droplet pop-
ulations (16). In these previous experiments that generated
different droplets, RNA sequences were different in length
and structure. We decided to employ the +dsRNAa RNA
to determine how minor alterations in RNA sequence and
structure impact material properties in RNAs of the same
length. To this end we tested wild-type 5′end RNA 1–1000
and +dsRNAa using 40K and 10K dextrans to examine
droplet pore size. We performed these experiments at differ-
ent RNA and protein ratios and concentrations than those
in Figure 1F to allow for the formation of sufficiently large
droplets in the wild-type context (Supplementary Figure
S1C–E) at an earlier timepoint. We observed that droplets
formed from all 3 sequences excluded 40K Dextrans follow-
ing 0.5 hours of incubation (Supplementary Figure S3A)
and were largely permeable to 10K dextrans (Supplemen-
tary Figure S3B) with +dsRNAa having weak but signif-
icant levels of exclusion of 10K dextrans (Supplementary
Figure S3C and D). Consistent with previous results, +dsR-
NAa also resulted in significantly larger droplets (Supple-
mentary Supplementary Figure S3E) which have higher
Atto488 fluorescence (N-protein signal) (Supplementary
Figure S3F) suggestive of more N-protein recruitment to
droplets. Wildtype and +dsRNAa resulted in droplets with
similar levels of circularity (Supplementary Figure S3G).
Collectively, these results suggests that the altered dsRNA
content can change droplet porosity possibly through addi-
tional N-protein recruitment to droplets.

Increasing dsRNA content lowers LCST independent of total
RNA length/sequence

N-protein will condense in the absence of RNA at high tem-
peratures, but addition of RNA lowers the temperature at
which droplets emerge. Thus N-protein displays lower crit-
ical solution temperature (LCST) behavior and RNA tunes
this property (26). Notably, the addition of RNA lowers the
LCST to physiological body temperatures and thus may re-
late to N-protein condensation in mammalian cells. It is un-
clear how RNA sequences and structures specify the tem-
perature at which N-protein demixing occurs and which
RNA binding domains are involved. Thus, we next sought
to use the RNA sticker mutants identified in Figure 1 to as-
sess the impact of RNA sequence on N-protein LCST be-
havior.

To determine how LCST behavior is encoded by RNA se-
quence and structure we first confirmed N-protein conden-
sation temperature changed as a result of the co-condensing
RNA (three different RNA sequences). To this end, we used
a temperature-dependent ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy

assay to map the saturation temperature, read out as tur-
bidity to test if this assay could be used as a proxy for
phase separation. We examined the following conditions:
N-protein alone, N-protein + an RNA which does not
drive condensation (Frameshifting region RNA (FS)(26),
N-protein + 5′end RNA (1–1000nt) which drove conden-
sation, or N-protein + Nucleocapsid RNA (drives conden-
sation but is a longer sequence then 5′end).

Consistent with previous results, (26) we observed that
N-protein + FS (which does not drive phase separation)
and N-protein alone underwent phase separation at the
same high temperature (Figure 2A) of ∼46◦C. In con-
trast, the two condensation-promoting RNAs both low-
ered temperature, with 3′end Nucleocapsid RNA confer-
ring a lower temperature then 5′end. The turbidity curves
differ in shape depending on the specific RNAs such that
condensation-promoting RNAs display a more gradual tur-
bidity increase. While different RNAs promoted distinct
LCST behavior, this could be due to sequence and/or
length-dependent effects. Thus, we could use temperature-
dependent ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy to determine
how subtle variations in RNA sequence alter N-protein
condensation temperature.

We wanted to identify the RNA and protein features
which were responsible for conferring N-protein LCST in-
dependent of RNA length (Nucleocapsid RNA is longer
then 5′end). To disentangle the effects of RNA length and
RNA sequence we tested the 1–1000nt mutant RNAs (simi-
lar or identical lengths only very slightly different sequences
and structure with N-protein (Figure 2B).

Thus, we asked which RNA sticker is responsible for
conferring the condensation temperature. We observed
that only those mutations which resulted in more sec-
ondary structure (+dsRNAa–d) lowered the LCST of N-
protein with all other mutations having comparable tem-
perature to wildtype (Figure 2B and C). We confirmed the
temperature-dependent turbidity results reflected the for-
mation of droplets by examining assemblies under the mi-
croscope. Compared to wildtype 1–1000 RNA, +dsRNAa
RNA lowered N-protein condensation temperature to 25◦C
from 37◦C (Figure 2D) consistent with the temperature-
dependent turbidity results (Figure 2B and C). We con-
firmed that the dilute phase protein concentration measure-
ment was perfectly anti-correlated with the imaging of the
droplets at all temperatures (conditions with larger droplets
had lower dilute phase protein concentrations). This sug-
gests higher droplet protein recruitment to droplets for
more structure RNA in all conditions consistent with the
imaging data (Figure 2E). Thus, long stretches of dsRNA
are the RNA sticker which specifies N-protein condensa-
tion temperature.

Phase separation temperature is dependent on RBD2/dsRNA
interactions

We next evaluated contributions of RBD1 and/or RBD2 of
N-protein in promoting temperature-dependent condensa-
tion. We hypothesized that RBD2 would likely be critical
based on the ability of dsRNA to tune the LCST behav-
ior. Additionally, N-protein interactions with the 5′UTR
increase modestly at higher temperatures in RBD1 mu-
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Figure 2. RNA sequence and structure encodes N-protein LCST behavior via RBD2. (A) Temperature dependent turbidity tests of N-protein alone
(Black), N-protein with Frameshifting region RNA (FS) (Gray), and N-protein with 5′end RNA (1–1000nt) (Blue) and N-protein with Nucleocapsid
RNA (Red). Addition of droplet forming RNAs, 5′end 1–1000nt and Nucleocapsid RNA to N-protein, lowers the transition temperature but solubilizing
RNA (FS) does not. (B) Transition temperature comparison (repeat of the experiment shown in (A) of wildtype 5′end or 11 mutants in the context of
1–1000nt. Bar length indicates the temperature in◦Celsius at which the turbidity of the solution reaches ∼0.1. Only those mutants which alter the dsRNA
content (teal + dsRNA), lower the temperature at which OD reaches ∼0.1 indicative of increased solution turbidity. (C) Temperature dependent turbidity
tests for N-protein plus wildtype 5′end RNA as well as the four more structured mutants (+dsRNA) which lower the transition temperature. (D) Validation
of the turbidity assay using droplet imaging (Figure 2B and C). 3.4�M Wildtype N-protein was mixed with either 40nM of wildtype 5′end 1–1000 RNA,
+dsRNAa (RBD1 independent Figure 1G) or water only added control (H20) and incubated at the indicated temperature 37, 30, or 25◦C for a period of 20
hours prior to imaging. Consistent with previous results, +dsRNAa increases droplet size relative to wildtype at 37◦C (Figure 1F) & induces condensation at
lower temperatures. (E) A280 measurement of remaining N-protein in the dilute phase for (D). At all temperatures, +dsRNAa lowers A280 measurements
relative to wildtype. Error bars mark standard deviation for the three replicates and * indicate significance students t test (*** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01,
*P < 0.05, ns not significant) with brackets showing comparison for the indicated statistical test. (F) Protein sequence conservation of N-protein RBD2
and structure model of the RBD2 dimerization domain for SARS-CoV-2 (red sequences/red ribbon) indicate the location of the deletion in the primary
sequence tested in (G). (G) RBD2/Dimerization domain is required for proper N-protein LCST behavior at indicated temperature range. 3.4 �M of N-
protein RBD-del (green) was mixed with 25nM of either wildtype 1–1000, +dsRNAa, or water only control and incubated at the indicated temperatures
for 16 h. Droplet formation was observed in all conditions although RNA dependence was more evident at lower protein concentrations (Supplementary
Figure S4G-H). (H, I) Mass photometry histograms showing the molecular weight (MW) distribution of detected particles for wild-type N-protein (H)
or RBD-del N-protein (I). (H) Wildtype N-protein is a stable dimer in solution (250 mM NaCl pH 7.5 20 mM phosphate buffer 20 nM N-protein) but
RBD2-del is mostly a monomer (I). (J) Model of N-protein RBD2/Dimerization domain interactions with dsRNA. Binding of the two RBD2s of the two
monomers of N-protein to dsRNA facilitates dimerization dissociation with temperature facilitating dissociation for shorter stem-loops. For all images
scale bar indicates 10 �m all experiments show representative images from at least 3 replicates.
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tants (Y109A) as assessed via EMSA (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4A and B). This supports that N-protein’s RNA bind-
ing activity at higher temperatures is independent of RBD1.
Furthermore, loss of the putative RBD1 binding site (TRS
stem loop), which is described below in detail, had no sig-
nificant impact on the temperature of condensation (Fig-
ure 2B). Similarly, adding an additional RBD1 binding
element did not lower the LCST (Supplementary Figure
S4C and D) via either a microscopy assay or dilute phase
measurement. Together these data support the hypothesis
that RBD2/dsRNA encode temperature dependence of N-
protein phase separation with RNA.

To test if indeed RBD2 was essential for LCST, we pu-
rified an N-protein with a deletion in RBD2 (red amino
acids) (Figure 2F) which was predicted to preserve the adja-
cent conserved dimerization interface (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4E). We reasoned that if RBD2-del N-protein had al-
tered phase separation temperature compared to wild-type
N-protein than that would confirm a role for RBD2 in spec-
ifying temperature. We additionally predicted that wildtype
1–1000 RNA and dsRNA + RNA would have similar con-
densation temperature with RBD2-Del protein as their in-
teractions with protein would be dictated solely by RBD1
interactions, which are predicted to be equivalent between
the two RNA sequences and temperature insensitive. Re-
markably, we observed that N-protein RBD2-Del’s LCST
behavior was significantly altered with both wildtype and
+dsRNAa mutant RNA (Figure 2G) compared to wild-
type N-protein (Figure 2D) and could phase separate at
all tested temperatures even without additional RNA (H2O
control Figure 2G). Further, similar levels of protein in the
dilute phase (A280 signal) were detected following the phase
separation assay for all tested temperatures consistent for
altered LCST behavior compared to wildtype (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4F). Reducing the N-protein and RNA con-
centration showed some degree of RNA dependence for the
RBD2-Del mutant, but the dramatically lowered LCST be-
havior was still preserved (Supplementary Figure S4G and
H). These data support that RBD2 interactions encode the
temperature threshold for phase separation in this system
and that in the absence of RBD2 activity, wild type and
more structured RNA enhances phase separation similarly.

RBD2/dsRNA mediated splitting of N-protein dimers pro-
motes condensation

How do N-protein RBD2 dsRNA interactions lower phase
separation temperature? We were surprised to see that
RBD2 deletion leads to overall enhanced formation of con-
densates rather than reduction, which is associated with loss
of RBD1 activity (26). Based on the literature of SARS-
CoV-1 N-protein RBD2 crystal structure (41), we hypothe-
sized that RBD2-del region may stabilize the formation of
higher order oligomers of N-protein and the mutant may
prevent the fixed stoichiometry dimers and instead promote
higher-valence interactions. To address if RBD2-del muta-
tion was destabilizing the formation of N-protein dimers
(the reported oligomerization state of N-protein in the ab-
sence of nucleic acid (37,54,55)) we performed mass pho-
tometry (43). We observed that, consistent with previous
studies, wild-type N-protein forms a dimer (Figure 2H)

whereas RBD-2 del is mostly a monomer (Figure 2I). We
conclude from this that the RBD2-del mutation destabi-
lizes the N-protein dimer which may lead to the reduced
temperature and less dependence on RNA for condensation
as potentially the monomeric protein is more amenable to
multivalent IDR-based interactions. DsRNA addition may
mimic the RBD-2 del by destabilizing the dimer of wild-type
N-protein at lower temperatures than native sequence (Fig-
ure 2J). It is likely that N-protein’s RBD2/dimerization do-
main (and by extension LCST) is under selective pressure as
beta sheet 1 and 2 of the dimerization interface (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4I and J) are reasonably well conserved in be-
tacoronavirus. Intriguingly, however there are detectable re-
current mutations in patient samples between beta sheets 1
and 2 (Supplementary Figure S4K). It is possible that these
mutations or PTMs may alter LCST behavior by destabiliz-
ing the dimerization interface.

Collectively, these data suggest that while RBD1 is re-
quired for 5′end RNA to phase separate, RBD2 is required
for LCST behavior at physiologically-relevant temperature
and salt, and RBD2 encodes LCST behavior through pref-
erentially binding to dsRNA. These data reveal exquisite
specificity of N-protein for different RNA sequences, rais-
ing the question what role this specificity plays in the biol-
ogy of the virus.

N-protein RNA interactions that enhance condensation tune
translational repression

Given the +dsRNA mutants promoted droplet formation
(Figure 1) and the SARS-CoV-2 genome is enriched in
dsRNA, even in protein coding sequences (49,56,57), we
next asked if N-protein binding and condensation could
regulate target RNA translation and if the quality of the
dsRNA sticker could tune this regulation. We reasoned
the increase in condensation due to dsRNA addition may
be antagonistic to translation as some condensates can re-
press translation (44,58). Thus, an understanding of how N-
protein regulates viral RNA translation using its affinity to
RNA structure would be informative for the viral life cycle.

To address if N-protein mediated protein translational
regulation could be encoded by dsRNA, we first needed to
design a translation reporter with differential dsRNA con-
tent but identical coding sequences (to control for transla-
tion). We reasoned that reporter RNAs with different un-
translated regions, but identical coding sequences would
fulfill our requirements. Thus, we sought to replicate our
dsRNA/ssRNA addition experiments (Figure 1) in the con-
text of the SARS-CoV-2 5′UTR (nucleotides 1–267) (Fig-
ure 3A) by altering stem-loop 4 (SL4). We observed that
only the +dsRNAb (which results in 22nt additional se-
quence and 44nt of additional dsRNA) drove significant
additional condensation relative to wildtype (Figure 3A).
+dsRNAd which adds 10 paired nucleotides to the base of
SL4 (20 additional nucleotides total) also resulted in minor
enhancement. All other non +dsRNA mutants had negli-
gible effects. Thus, length dependent addition of dsRNA to
the 5′UTR should be sufficient to enhance condensation in-
dependent of the coding sequence when appended in cis.

To ask if 5′UTR or +dsRNAb UTR could differentially
regulate translation in droplets we fused either the wildtype
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Figure 3. Features which promote N-protein RBD2/dsRNA interactions repress translation. (A) Only +dsRNA (teal) mutants enhance condensation
in the context of the 5′UTR fragment. All other mutations do not significantly alter condensation. 3.2 uM N-protein (green) 40nM RNA 18 hours of
incubation. H2O is water only control. (B) Design of luciferase fusion to the 5′UTR of SARS-CoV-2 constructs. Only +dsRNAb UTR: Nano Luciferase
undergoes condensation at the highest tested RNA concentration (40 nM/3.2 �M N-protein (green)) (C) A280 absorbance of the remaining protein in the
dilute phase from (B). Error bars mark standard deviation for the three replicates and * indicate significance Student’s t test (**P <0.01, ns not significant)
with brackets showing comparison for the indicated statistical test. (D) In vitro translation assay results for nano luciferase wildtype or more structured
fusion constructs. 20-min incubation with 3.2 �M N-protein prior to in vitro translation is sufficient to completely repress translation of nano luciferase.
Error bars mark standard deviation for the three replicates and * indicate significance Student’s t test (** P < 0.01, ns not significant) with brackets showing
comparison for the indicated statistical test. (E) Presence of N-protein condensation promoting RNA structures is associated with reduced translation
in dilute phase conditions. Normalized luminescence for nano luciferase constructs (no protein control fluorescent signal is set to 1). Nano luciferase
+dsRNAb has a much greater reduction in normalized signal as compared to wildtype. (F) Y109A mutant protein which is deficient in RBD1 activity
is better able to repress translation than wildtype protein in dilute conditions for both wildtype 5′UTR:Nano and +dsRNAb:Nano. (G) Model for N-
protein mediated repression of translation via RNA affinity in the dilute phase (limiting protein conditions). Condensation at the structured SL5 inhibits
translation and this preferentially occurs in the absence of RBD1 activity or following mutation which enhances RBD2 interactions with SL5 (addition of
dsRNA). (H) TRS contain sequences (wildtype genomic UTR and subgenomic UTRs of the nucleocapsid gene are less repressed than sequences which do
not contain a TRS such as Nano luciferase without a UTR and the 5′ UTR CLN3 from Ashbya gossypii. (I) Model for N-protein mediated repression of
translation via RNA affinity in infection. High affinity sites in the 5′UTR are preferentially occupied by N-protein in early infection to shut down orf1ab
translation and switch to packaging. Late-stage infection translation occurs preferentially in sub-genomic RNA.
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5′UTR or a more structured mutant (+dsRNAb) to nano
luciferase. To determine if 5′UTR structure affects conden-
sation for the fusions, we mixed 3.2 �M N-protein with 40,
24 or 8 nM RNA. At the highest tested RNA concentra-
tion, 40 nM, only the more structured mutant UTR resulted
in condensation (Figure 3B). Similarly, only 40 nM RNA
condition had a statistically significant difference in A280
absorbance in the dilute phase suggestive of more protein
recruitment to droplets (Figure 3C). Thus, consistent with
results above, addition of dsRNA facilitates condensation
of nano luciferase fusion RNA.

We then used this system to first ask how condensed con-
ditions (3.2 �M N-protein 40 nM RNA) impact transla-
tion? To this end, we performed an in vitro translation as-
say ±3.2 �M N-protein. We observed that addition of 3.2
�M N-protein almost completely blocked the translation
of both tested RNAs (Figure 3D) Collectively, these results
suggest that N-protein droplet conditions block translation.
We next asked if translation inhibition depended on con-
densation or N-protein binding in the dilute phase? To this
end, we repeated the in vitro translation assay this time with
0.3 �M of N-protein (Figure 3E over 10-fold less N-protein
than in Figure 3D). In these conditions, translation of the
wild-type UTR was moderately but significantly repressed
by 0.3 �M N-protein addition, and the translation of the
+dsRNA UTR mutant was almost completely repressed
translation (9.1× further reduction in translation compared
to wildtype). This is consistent with phase behavior and N-
protein affinity differences for these two RNAs (Figure 3B
and C). To confirm that translation repression was speci-
fied by RBD2/ dsRNA interactions we monitored the de-
gree of translational repression conferred by Y109A muta-
tion N-protein which destroys RBD1 activity. Compared to
Wildtype protein control Y109A mutant N-protein resulted
in a further reduction of translation for both Wildtype and
+dsRNAb UTRs (Figure 3F). Collectively, these data sug-
gest that droplet promoting conditions completely block
translation, and conditions where there are no droplets, but
still N-protein/RNA interactions can partially block trans-
lation. Blocking requires RBD2 rather than RBD1 activity
(Figure 3G). Conversely, in limiting N-protein conditions
RBD1/UTR interactions can promote translation, as loss
of the RBD1 interactions led to a further reduction in trans-
lation. We predict this is by redirecting N away from SL5
which contains the start codon suggesting an important role
for RBD1 interactions in promoting translation. An impor-
tant binding site for RBD1 is likely the TRS motif, see fur-
ther description below (59). In accordance with this model,
TRS containing RNAs such as the genomic and nucleocap-
sid sub-genomic 5′UTR of SARS-CoV-2 are less efficiently
repressed than nano luciferase fused to no UTR or a non-
SARS UTR such as that of the CLN3 from Ashbya gossypii
(Figure 3H). Notably, translation repression can be medi-
ated independent of condensation solely based on protein
concentration.

We hypothesize that N-protein binding to the genome
(particularly the 5′UTR) may act to halt Orf1ab protein
translation and promote packaging in later stages on in-
fection (Figure 3I). In support of this idea, N-protein en-
coding RNA is low at early stages of infection and grad-
ually increases (via generation of sub-genomic N-protein

RNA at late stages of infection) (48). This would lead to
increased N-protein through time and thereby promoting a
switch from translation of Orf1ab in the genome to packag-
ing in late-stage infection. It is likely that individual sgmR-
NAs tune translation efficiency over the course of infection
by utilizing more or less structured UTRs.

TRS sequence/structure motif promotes N-protein condensa-
tion

The data thus far show that a primary driver of phase sep-
aration is dsRNA/RBD2 interactions but there are several
lines of evidence that suggest additional interactions are me-
diated by RBD1. First, Y109A mutant N-protein does not
undergo condensation with wildtype 5′end sequence. Sec-
ond, the Y109A + dsRNA droplets have altered morphol-
ogy suggesting some interaction between N-protein and
RNA has been altered in the absence of RBD1 activity.
Thus, we sought to identify what RNA sequence features
are favored by RBD1.

Given the transcriptional regulatory sequence (TRS in
SL3) is the reported binding site of RBD1 in MHV (59),
and the 1–500 fragment which contains the TRS was bet-
ter able to promote phase separation than the 500–1000nt
fragment (Figure 1C), we reasoned the TRS may be the pre-
ferred binding site of RBD1. Thus, we sought to character-
ize the importance of the TRS in N-protein condensation
(Figure 2).

To test if the presence of the TRS was required for phase
separation, we deleted the entire TRS stem-loop (TRS-del)
or added an additional TRS motifs to the 3′ end (Add TRS-
3′) in the context of the 1–1000nt RNA sequence (Figure
4A). TRS-del almost completely blocked phase separation
(Figure 4B) and reduced N-protein recruitment to what
droplets did form (evident by more N-protein in the dilute
phase) (Figure 4C). Conversely, the addition of a TRS-loop
(Add TRS-3′) resulted in slightly larger droplets than wild-
type and enhanced N-protein recruitment to droplets (Fig-
ure 4B). We conclude from these studies that the presence
of TRS-loop facilitates N-protein condensation with 5′end
RNA.

We next wondered if N-protein could also bind se-
quences which were similar to the TRS-loop. This is be-
cause N-protein can drive condensation with other ge-
nomic RNA sequences (26,29,32,33). The TRS-loop se-
quence, CUAAAC, occurs 16 times across the genome (Sup-
plementary Figure S5C), and a chemically similar sequence
YYAAAY (Y = C or U), a TRS-loop-like sequence, occurs
114 times across the genome (Supplementary Figure S5D
and E). We hypothesized that the most favored RBD1 bind-
ing site was YYAAAY (Y = C or U) which is similar to
the TRS-loop sequence and the MHV TRS-L/B sequence
CTAAAC. Binding to this sequence is suggested to occur
in MHV N-protein experiments (59), molecular dynamics
simulations, and experiments with dsDNA (60,61). In ac-
cordance with this hypothesis, crosslinking of N-protein is
reduced in the region adjacent to the TRS for the RBD1
Y109A mutant N-protein (Supplementary Figure S5A and
B (26)). Thus, we tested TRS-del, or mutated the indi-
vidual As in the TRS-Loop sequence, CUAAAC, (A68U,
A69U, A70U named so for the corresponding nucleotides
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Figure 4. TRS sequence/structure motif promotes N-protein condensation. (A) Cartoon of mutations depicted in (B) and (C). TRS-Del deletes SL3 TRS
whereas add TRS 3′ adds an additional TRS element to the 3′ end of the RNA. (B) 3.2 �M N-protein (green) and 40 nM RNA following 18 hours of
incubation for wildtype 1–1000, a mutation which deletes the entire TRS-stem-loop (TRS-del), or a mutation which appends an additional TRS to the
3′ end (Add TRS 3′). (C) Add TRS 3′ has lower A280 measurements then wildtype indicative of less protein in solution and more condensation whereas
TRS-del is the opposite. Error bars mark standard deviation for the three replicates and * indicate significance Student’s t test (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01,
ns not significant) with brackets showing comparison for the indicated statistical test. (D) 3.2 �M N-protein (green) and 40 nM RNA following 2.5 h of
incubation for wildtype 1–1000, a mutation which deletes the entire TRS-stem-loop (TRS-del), A68U mutation, A69U mutation, A70U mutation and
mutations which alter the sequence of the A flanking pyrimidines (Y’s) (C’s and U’s) to the most rare and common YYAAAY in the SARS-CoV-2 genome.
Deletion of TRS-loop or alteration of the AAA of the loop but not the Y’s leads to a reduction in condensation. (E) 3.2 �M N-protein (green) and 40
nM RNA following 2 h of incubation for wildtype 1–1000, A68G mutation, A69G mutation, A70G mutation and mutations which alter the sequence of
all three A’s (A68,69,70 G). Do not significantly alter condensation. Suggesting the motif recognized by N-protein is 3 purines flanked by pyrimidine. (F)
2 possible YRRRY motifs in SL3, the first is the Loop UAAAC and the second is contained in the TRS-L/B sequence ACGAAC. (G) 3.2 �M N-protein
(green) and 24 nM RNA following 2 h of incubation for wildtype 1–1000, or mutations which unpair SL3 from the 5′ or 3′ sides. Unpairing SL3 generally
enhances condensation (unpair TRS 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6) unless the YRRRY motif is destroyed (Unpair TRS 4). Melting temperature of mutant and wildtype
stem loops was calculated using DINAMelt. (H) Model for N-protein-SL3 interactions which led to condensation. N-protein RBD1 recognizes the stem
loop sequence of SL3, unwinding the stem loop which is stable at 37◦C. The now single stranded SL3 is permissive for interaction with the second motif
contained in the TRS-L sequence. Location of the two motifs in proximity facilitates condensate formation. Condensate formation at TRS-L/B sequences
may promote the genome circularization interaction which is required for sub-genomic RNA generation.
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in MHV). We also mutated the Cs and Us in the TRS-Loop
sequence based on their occurrence in the SARS-CoV-2
genome. A68U, like TRS-del, completely blocked conden-
sation, and A69U and A70U resulted in a decrease rela-
tive to wildtype (Figure 4D). Mutation of sequences to the
rare (low frequency in the genome) or common Y (high fre-
quency) sequence had negligible effects on N-protein con-
densates (Figure 4D) suggesting that either Y is an accept-
able nucleotide for binding.

The complete block of condensation by a single point mu-
tant in the A68U RNA was striking and could be due to the
primary sequence change or a larger-scale structural rear-
rangement. To assess a potential structure rearrangement,
we performed SHAPE on a subset of the tested RNAs. We
observed that compared to wildtype control, there was only
a minor change associated with an A68U mutation in the
probability to form the wild-type structure in the SL3/TRS
(Supplementary Figure S5F) and all stem loops were pre-
dicted to form as in the wild-type case. These data indicated
that most of the condensate repressive activity was due to
primary sequence rather than secondary structure changes.

We next asked if the identity of the A nucleotide is critical
for condensation. To test this possibility, we converted A’s in
the TRS-Loop sequence to G’s as G is chemically more sim-
ilar to A then U. We observed that regardless of whether a
single A was replaced (A68G, A69G or A70G) or all 3 A’s of
the loop were replaced (A68,69,70 G) there was no obvious
effect on phase separation (Figure 4E). These data suggest
that any sequence of 3 purines flanked by pyrimidines is a
potential binding site (YRRRY).

N-protein binding sites in TRS-B sequences relates to sgm-
RNA abundance

In examining the genome for YRRRY motifs we noticed
that this would include the TRS leader (TRS-L) and TRS
body (TRS-B) sequence utilized by SARS-CoV-2 (AC-
GAAC) (Figure 4F). Therefore, we sought to determine if
the TRS-L sequence could drive condensation of N-protein
and whether access to this motif was governed by stem loop
secondary structure. To this end, we unpaired the TRS-
Loop on the 5′ side (preserve ACGAAC) or on the 3′ side
(destroy ACGAAC in a way that either destroys or preserves
YRRRY). We observed that unpairing the stem loop gen-
erally enhanced binding unless the YRRRY motif was de-
stroyed (Figure 4G). Taken together, our data suggest a co-
operative binding to the TRS/SL3 governed first by inter-
actions with the Loop sequence which forces the structured
SL3 (SHAPE was conducted at 37◦C Supplementary Fig-
ure S5F) to unpair allowing for additional interaction with
the TRS-L. Formation of a small condensate on the now
melted TRS duplex could promote long-range RNA–RNA
interaction necessary for sgmRNA generation and genome
circularization (Figure 4H).

We were intrigued by the observation that 2 motifs were
in such close proximity in the TRS-L (Figure 4F). Thus, we
wondered if a similar YRRRY motif density occurred else-
where in the genome. To this end we examined TRS-B se-
quences. TRS-B or body is a conserved (Figure 5A) primary
sequence motif found in front of the each of the structural
genes in the 3′ side of the genome (spike (S), membrane

(M), envelope (E), nucleocapsid (N) etc.). Recombination
between the TRS-L and each of the TRS-B is responsible
for generation of the sub-genomic RNA required for struc-
tural protein production (62). Each TRS-B yields a differ-
ent structural protein producing RNA. It is unclear how the
relative ratios of sgmRNA’s is governed but it is thought
to involve base pairing between the TRS-L and the anti-
sense TRS-B sequence. In an examination of the number
of identical nucleotides between the TRS-L and B in dif-
ferent model betacoronaviruses revealed that the number
of identical nucleotides, although substantial, was not very
variable between different structural genes (Figure 5B) and
could not explain the extreme variation between sgmRNAs
in abundance in late-stage infection (Figure 5C) (48).

We wondered if local enrichment of N-protein conden-
sation promoting RNA features might instead explain how
TRS-B’s are chosen for sgmRNA generation. To this end,
we examined the highly structured (49) TRS-B for YRRRY
abundance reasoning that differential N condensation gov-
erned by local motif density may promote TRS-B selection.
We observed that there was indeed variation in the num-
ber of YRRRY motifs in proximity to the TRS-B sequences
with TRS-B-E having sequence only in its stem loop and
TRS-B-N having four motifs (Figure 5D). We also checked
whether YRRRY was more abundant in proximity to the
TRS-B than by random chance by performing a one-sided
Mann–Whitney U test. To this end, we divided the genome
into 46 nucleotide bins, removing any bins that overlapped
with a TRS-B motif or 20 bp flanking the TRS-B. We ob-
served that the TRS-B containing bins were significantly en-
riched (P < 1.3e–5) in YRRRY motifs comparing to the
rest of the genome and similar enrichment was found in
the SARS-CoV-1, MERS, and MHV genomes. For SARS-
CoV-2, enrichment was preserved even when the TRS-B se-
quence was not included in the calculation (P < 0.014).

We also noticed that the YRRRY motifs tended to be
5′ to the TRS-B sequence. When limiting the enrichment
calculation to just the 20 nucleotides proceeding the TRS-
B or 26 nucleotide long genome bins the enrichment im-
proved with P < 2.5e–7 for TRS-B inclusive and P < 0.0011
for YRRRY without TRS-B sequence. Collectively, these
results suggest that TRS-B contains densely packed high-
quality N-protein binding sites which have both YRRRY
(RBD1 motif) in secondary structure (RBD2 motif) com-
pared to the rest of the genome.

We hypothesized that the number of N-protein binding
motifs controls the relative abundance of sgmRNAs. Given
Nucleocapsid (N) sgmRNA is more abundant than Spike
(S) sgmRNA and TRS-B N contains more motifs than
TRS-B S, we reasoned that N-protein may preferentially
condense with TRS-N and this bias could control the ra-
tio of sgmRNAs present thereby ensuring the proper stoi-
chiometry for virion assembly (Figure 5E). In this model, a
single N-protein or a small assembly of N could form just
5′ to the TRS-B tethering it to the TRS-L until the repli-
cation transcription complex reaches the junction from the
3′ side. The recombination site could be variable depend-
ing on which YRRRY motif the assembly forms. In sup-
port of this hypothesis, the TRS-B with the most adjacent
YRRRY motifs (N with 4) has the most variable recombi-
nation site selection with 4 additional locations (pink ar-
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Figure 5. Local YRRRY motif density may control sgmRNA generation ratio. (A) Sequence of TRS-L/B for model betacoronaviruses (red text) encom-
passes the YRRRY motif. (B) Similar number of identical nucleotides between TRS-L/B in model coronavirus for structural protein TRS-Bs. (C) Variation
in abundance of sgmRNA reads in SARS-CoV-2 infected cells. Adapted from (48). (D) Sequence and structure of example TRS-B in SARS-CoV-2 genome.
Adapted from (49). Red text is the TRS-B sequence ACGAAC. Green highlight is the adjacent YRRRY motifs contained in the stem loop. Of note Orf7ab
TRS-B is not included as it is not structured. Magenta highlighted nucleotide is the location of the primary recombination site between TRS-L/and B.
Pink arrows refer to less abundant but detectable recombination site. Indicating that nucleocapsid recombination site selection is more degenerate than that
of other sgmRNA. Bracketed numbers refer to the number of YRRRY motifs. (E) Model of preferential sgmRNA generation dictated by local YRRRY
motif abundance. N TRS-B contains more YRRRY motifs (4) than S TRS-B resulting in a higher propensity to form an N condensate at an N gene rather
than S and preferential generation of N sgmRNA rather than S. This sgmRNA ratio may allow for proper protein abundance in the assembled virion
where there is more absolute number of Nucleocapsid protein molecules than Spike. (F) Two independent mutations in Delta (UAAAAU → UAAAU)
and Omicron (UAAAAU → UuAAAU) which create a fifth binding site in the in the TRS-B of N. Start codon of Nucleocapsid and overall structure of
the TRS-B containing hairpin is not predicted to be altered. (G) Fragments of Nucleocapsid RNA containing the TRS-B of N have altered phase behavior
following Delta or Omicron mutations in position 20871nt. Morphology is not significantly altered but sequence that contain a fifth binding site exit the
phase diagram earlier indicative of higher affinity for RNA. (H) A280 absorbance in the dilute phase of the 3.2uM condition shown in figure G shows that
sequences which contain five binding sites recruit more protein commensurate with altered phase behavior. Omicron recruits more protein to droplets than
Delta and exits the phase diagram sooner. (I) Model for how Delta and Omicron mutations in position 20871 may provide a selective advantage for the
virus by preferentially generating N sgmRNA earlier and more often at the expense of other sgmRNAs.
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rows) with >5000 reads in infected cells (Figure 5D). Spike
in contrast only has one additional site apart from the most
abundant (pink highlighted area). This suggests, that to
generate more N sub-genomic RNA, SARS-CoV-2 concen-
trates YRRRY motifs in close proximity to the TRS-B with
the consequence of having more variable recombination.
This might allow the early and preferential formation of N
sgmRNA under limiting N-protein conditions early in in-
fection.

N-protein YRRRY motifs acquired in Delta and Omicron
variants of concern

Operating under the assumption that preferential genera-
tion of N sub-genomic RNA may provide a selective ad-
vantage to the virus, we next asked if mutations present
in highly infectious variants of concern, such as Delta or
Omicron, may create additional YRRRY motifs near any
TRS-B (particularly that of N). We observed that in posi-
tion 20871nt, Delta and Omicron independently acquired 2
different mutations that create a fifth YRRRY motif in the
TRS-B of N. Delta creates a deletion converting UAAAAU
to UAAAU whereas Omicron has an A to U mutation con-
verting UAAAAU to UUAAAU (Figure 5F). Neither of
these mutations are predicted to disturb secondary struc-
ture (being in an unpaired region of the stem loop) or al-
ter the start codon of the N gene. We reasoned that the
additional YRRRY motif in Delta and Omicron’s TRS-B
may alter the condensation of N-protein. To this end, we
synthesized an RNA fragment containing the TRS-B of N
protein for both Wuhan as well as a single nucleotide dif-
ference associated with Delta and Omicron but otherwise
the RNAs are identical. We observed that at high protein
to RNA ratios there was no obvious difference in the mor-
phology or size of the droplets (Figure 5G) although Delta
and Omicron did have less protein in the dilute phase, in-
dicating more recruitment of N to the dense phase (Figure
5H). Lowering the protein to RNA ratio revealed that Delta
and Omicron RNAs phase separated in different concen-
trations than Wuhan. Specifically, Delta and Omicron both
showed re-entrant phase behavior (63) where N-protein be-
comes soluble as opposed to condensed at lower RNA con-
centrations. This phase behavior is indicative of higher affin-
ity of the RNA for N-protein from the Delta and Omicron
variants.

Collectively, these results suggest that preferential co-
condensation between N-protein and the TRS-B of N early
in infection under limiting N-protein conditions, may pro-
vide a selective advantage to SARS-CoV-2 allowing for ear-
lier generation of N-protein to support multiple N-protein
mediated functions required for viral replication. Mutations
which create additional N-protein condensation promoting
YRRRY motifs may lower the protein threshold required
for condensation driving the recombination event to occur
earlier in infection (Figure 5I).

RNA sequence/structure may encode N-protein genome in-
teractions to pattern RNP formation in virions

Given the key central role of N-protein in genome packag-
ing, we next asked how what we have learned thus far about
different types of N-protein/RNA interactions may impact

packaging. Particularly, we were interested in the patterning
of the YRRRY motif of RBD1 (Figure 6A) given our ob-
servation that there were 813 of these present in the genome.
If there are 1000 Nucleocapsid’s per virion (64), this could
indicate that this motif is heavily utilized in virion assembly.
As expected, we observed local abundance of YRRRY mo-
tifs surrounding notable TRS-B motifs but a uniform abun-
dance of motifs across the genome (Figure 6B).

Based on high-resolution cryo-EM tomography, the
genome of SARS CoV-2 is arranged inside virions in a so-
called ‘birds-nest’ arrangement with ‘eggs’ made of RNP
complexes that are ∼14–20 nm (65,66). We previously ob-
served that RNA derived from the center of the SARS-CoV-
2 genome including RNA encoding the Frameshifting-
region (FS) promoted N-protein solubilization at the mi-
croscopic level (26). We reasoned that the solubilizing effect
of FS RNA may be conferred by the formation of diffrac-
tion limited clusters that may be distinct from condensation
or are arrested from coarsening into macroscopic droplets.
If indeed small RNP-scale particles form in this cell free sys-
tem this would indicate that N-protein binding to RNA, as
dictated by RNA sequence, was sufficient to condense RNA
independent of cellular machinery.

To address if N-protein mediated condensation is suffi-
cient to compact RNA to RNP- size assemblies cell free, we
first asked what size particles form from FS RNA (1000nt
in length)? We examined FS RNA as this RNA does not
drive macroscopic condensation at 4 �M N-protein and
16–24 nM RNA at room temperature (Figure 2A). To this
end, we measured the particles formed from 16 nM FS
RNA and 4 �M N-protein by dynamic light scattering. We
chose 250:1 protein to RNA as this would be reminiscent of
late-stage infection and packaging (48). We observed that
following 20-minute incubation time at room temperature
FS RNA forms homogenously sized clusters 44–58 nM in
diameter (Figure 6C) suggesting RNA cluster generation
can occur cell free and in conditions which do not support
RBD2/dsRNA interactions.

To directly visualize cluster formation a second way, we
used TEM. Indeed, after 20-min of incubation a relatively
monodispersed population of symmetric, circular assem-
blies form that are centered on 42.9 nm diameter (Figure
6D). To assess if these formations were specific to FS RNA,
we also examined N-protein 1–1000 RNA in conditions that
do not support phase separation (room temperature). These
formed similarly shaped and sized particles as the FS RNA
(Figure 6D). The assemblies formed with both RNAs are
more than double the size of the reported RNP (∼14–20
nM) diameter (65,66).

We wondered what caused the >2-fold size discrepancy
between these RNP assemblies and the RNPs seen in viri-
ons? It is established that some droplets age into gel-like
or glass-like states that can be associated with compaction
(67), we therefore asked how the clusters change with time.
Indeed, at the 20-h time point smaller, more similar sized
clusters for both RNAs were formed (Figure 6D) indicat-
ing the clusters are shrinking by ∼15% over time, inde-
pendent of RNA sequence (Figure 6E). Some larger, rarer
clusters were detected at 20 h for both RNAs (Supplemen-
tary Figure S6A and B). Thus, N-protein and 1 kb gRNA
form monodispersed clusters cell free that compact over
time. Both RNA and protein are required to form clus-
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Figure 6. RNA sequence/ structure encodes N-protein genome interactions. (A) Model of RNA sequence preferences of SARS-CoV-2 N-protein RNA
binding domains 1 (orange) and 2 (blue). RBD1 (teal box) binds TRS-like (YRRRY) sequences in a structure dependent manner. RBD2/dimerization
domain (blue box) binds dsRNA in a sequence independent manner. (B) Density of YRRRY motif (orange) across the SARS-CoV-2 genome. (C) Dynamic
light scattering of 16 nM FS RNA and 4 �M protein. Following 20-minutes of incubation results in particles of ∼21.9 or 29 nm radius (∼43.7–58 nm in
diameter). (D) Representative TEM images of small clusters which form from a mixture of 4�M N-protein and either 16nM FS or 16 nM 1–1000 5′end
when incubated for 20 min or 20 h at room temperature. Scale bar is 100 nM. (E) Quantification of small clusters as depicted in panel D. for 1–1000 5′end,
or FS. Clusters shrink by ∼15% following 20 h of incubation.

ters (Supplementary Figure S6C). The similar size distribu-
tion of 5′end and FS fragments may result from the similar
length (1 kb) and overall affinity for RBD1 (the temperature
insensitive RNA binding domain). Therefore, condensa-
tion differences between 5′end and FS require temperature-
sensitive RBD2 interactions.

We postulated that FS interactions with N-protein may
be heavily dependent on RBD1 rather than RBD2. In sup-
port of this hypothesis, the FS RNA contains 24 YRRRY
and FS does not engage with RBD2 in a way that alters
condensation temperature (Figure 2A). To confirm FS N-
protein interactions are strongly RBD1 dependent, we per-
formed RNP-map on FS with wildtype and Y109A mu-
tant (RBD1 deficient) N-protein (Supplementary Figure
S6D and E). We observed that the majority of the N-
protein crosslinking peaks in FS were absent following in-

cubation with Y109A mutation. Some Y109A-independent
crosslinking was detected (purple boxes) and this tended to
be adjacent to structured RNA. Thus, FS/N-protein inter-
actions are primarily driven by RBD1 (Supplementary Fig-
ure S6D and E). RBD1 binding site patterning conferred by
structured YRRRY motifs may be required for RNP-sized
cluster generation.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we elucidate the RNA sequence and struc-
ture preferences of SARS-CoV-2 N-protein condensation
to understand how these features lead to condensate prop-
erties relevant to viral processes in cells. We show that
(i) RBD2 prefers dsRNA in a sequence-independent man-
ner (ii) RBD1 prefers TRS-like sequences in an RNA
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structure-dependent manner (Figure 7A). We elucidate
emergent properties conferred by the two ‘RNA stickers’
for SARS-CoV-2 N-protein to understand how these fea-
tures lead to distinct condensate properties that could con-
trol different viral processes in cells. We show that RNA
sequence/structure features specify N-protein interactions
to regulate LCST behavior that can impact translation,
sgmRNA generation and gRNA RNP cluster size using in
a cell-free model This is suggestive of a model by which cells
exploit RNA sticker patterning and quality to perform mul-
tiple, distinct N-protein dependent functions (Figure 7B).

RBD2 prefers dsRNA in a sequence independent manner

Addition of dsRNA, independent of sequence (Figure 1D–
F, Supplementary Figure S1A), resulted in more condensa-
tion in all tested conditions (Supplementary Figure S1C–
E). Reduction or addition of short ssRNA (comparable
lengths to dsRNA mutants) sequences resulted in negligi-
ble enhancement of the number/size of droplets (Figure
1D–F, Supplementary Figure S1B). Unpairing dsRNA gen-
erally reduced formation of condensates (Figure 1D–F).
There is likely an absolute length preference for RBD2 bind-
ing (Supplementary Figure S1A) which is consistent with
5′UTR stem-loop length altering experiments leading to
viral plaque reduction (68,69). The lack of observed pri-
mary sequence specificity to N-protein RBD2 dsRNA bind-
ing (Figure 1D–F) may explain why previous stem-loop
swap experiments, switching stem-loops from one betacoro-
navirus for another, generated functional virus (70–72). Al-
though dsRNA length is important for RBD2 engagement,
the specific sequence of the stem-loops is not critical (Fig-
ure 1D–F) suggesting that N-protein may be able to engage
with the entirety of the highly structured genome of SARS-
CoV-2 (49,56,57). The lack of dsRNA sequence specificity
is also suggested by the nature of the RBD2 motif, a lysine-
rich IDR, which is unlikely to have primary RNA sequence
specificity. Therefore, these data suggest that the sequence
of the stem–loop does not matter for viral production and
but only minor differences in length are tolerated.

RBD2 dsRNA interactions encode N-protein LCST behavior

We postulate that the native, more structured stem-loops
of the genome ends (i.e. SL5, 13 and 14 in the 5′end) are
the most efficient binding sites for RBD2 (as evidenced
by RBD1 independent crosslinking adjacent to these stem-
loops (26)) and this binding promotes condensation at hu-
man body temperature (37◦C) by facilitating N-protein
dimer splitting. We predict that the binding to RBD2
in combination with physiological temperature (37◦C) al-
lows for the dissolution of the dimerization domain adja-
cent to RBD2 (Figure 2J). Temperature is likely to facili-
tate the ‘unfolding’ of the dimerization domain as purified
RBD2-dimerization domain undergoes a structural change
at ∼50◦C by differential scanning fluorometry (51). Of note,
the temperature of dimerization unfolding determined by
Zinzula et al. for purified RBD2 dimerization domain alone
is very close to our observed full-length N-protein without
RNA turbidity temperature (46◦C Figure 2A) suggesting
temperature-dependent unfolding of this domain is critical

to LCST behavior. The exposure of the hydrophobic core of
the dimerization domain to the solution following temper-
ature and RNA engagement may facilitate condensation as
hydrophobic regions tend to be insoluble.

The temperature at which dimerization occurs can be
lowered via addition of dsRNA, potentially due to increas-
ing the overall affinity of wildtype N-protein’s two RBD2
domains or by offering additional sites of interaction (at a
greater distance apart) on the same stem-loop. In support
of the latter possibility, the two RNA binding domains are
arranged diagonal to each other, and dsRNA binding may
force the dimer apart (Figure 2J). Cryo-EM data of purified
RBD-2/dimerization domain with ssRNA seems to agree
with this hypothesis (51) with 7 base pairs of ssRNA span-
ning between two RBD2 motifs and a marked separation in
the dimer region. Chemical shift displacement experiments
yielded similar results, in which longer DNA oligos further
alter the resonance of the amino acids in beta sheet 2 of the
dimerization interface (73).

Our results also may explain why not all labs report-
ing N-protein condensation have observed LCST behav-
ior in N-protein RNA interactions as these results show
that LCST behavior is specifically encoded in N-protein
dsRNA interaction. N-protein dsRNA interaction is un-
likely to be observed in reconstitution experiments con-
ducted with less physiological, unstructured RNA (poly U
for example). RBD2 also seems to regulate the dimerization
domain of N-protein (55). RBD2 dimerization is highly de-
pendent on the salt concentration with only physiological
salt concentrations (150 ± ∼30 mM) allowing for LCST
behavior (26,33,55). Lower salt results in an increase in
N-protein dimerization domain adjacent interactions (32)
which might increase the required total solution concentra-
tion of N-protein for phase separation, thus also increas-
ing the temperature boundary of the LCST behavior. Oth-
ers have not observed LCST behavior using nearly identi-
cal RNA sequences and N-protein preparation methods,
but they were using much lower salt (33,74). We conclude
that because physiological levels of salt are more likely to
be present in cells, LCST behavior of N-protein is relevant.

As RBD2 may recognize RNA through a complex in-
teraction involving charge, disorder, and transient protein
structure. It is highly likely that post-translational modifi-
cations (PTMs) play a significant role not only in RBD-
2 binding RNA but also dimerization and LCST behav-
ior. This may begin to explain why those labs which pu-
rify N-protein from mammalian cells did not observe LCST
while those which purify N-protein from bacterial sources
did (26,32,55). As packaged N-protein is specifically free
of post-translational modification (75,76), we hold that the
LCST behavior is likely still relevant for packaging with
other N-protein compartments such as those regulating vi-
ral RNA transcription and translation being far more likely
candidates to be regulated by PTMs (particularly those
droplets that form outside double membrane vesicles asso-
ciated with packaging). Future directions will explore how
PTMs tune condensation temperature to potentially sustain
viral replication and viral RNA N-protein interactions dur-
ing late-stage infection/fever temperatures. Of particular in-
terest, is the conserved Tyrosine of beta sheet 2 of the dimer-
ization interface (Supplementary Figure S4I and J).
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Figure 7. Model: Molecular mechanism and implications for betacoronavirus replication. (A) N-protein’s two RNA binding domains prefer two dsRNA
dependent RNA stickers. RBD1 (teal) binds TRS stem–loop (and similar sequences) with high affinity. RBD2 (dark orange) binds long stem–loops in a
temperature dependent manner. (B) Time dependent accumulation of N-protein specifies N-protein’s multiple roles in betacoronavirus by tuned patterned
affinity for the two dsRNA dependent RNA stickers. High affinity sites (genome ends) are occupied preferentially early in infection when N-protein
concentrations are low. Low affinity sites (genome center) are occupied late in infection when N-protein concentrations are high. Occupation of high
affinity sites at genome ends promotes the switch from genome translation to circularization and ultimately packaging.
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Additionally, our results suggest the primary sequence of
RBD2 dimerization region is critical for RNA binding and
LCST behavior we would postulate that any mutation that
arises and is selected for in these regions (in patient isolates
or across species) would be particularly informative. Most
patient samples appear in the SR rich region of N-protein
with comparatively few mutations present in structured re-
gions and RNA binding domains (77). P326 and S327 of
N-protein located between beta sheets 1 and 2 of the dimer-
ization interface are recurrently mutated in patients (Sup-
plementary Figure S4K). S327 can also be phosphorylated
(78). We would postulate that these mutations may have al-
tered LCST behavior given their location.

RNA stem loop length is under selective pressure to allow for
condensation at 37◦C

Importantly, our results suggest excessive differences in the
length of the stem-loops appears to alter temperature en-
coding behavior with ∼20–24nt of dsRNA (present in SL5,
SL12 and SL13 encoding condensation at 37◦C and addi-
tional dsRNA (10nt+ - 80nt+) lowering the temperature to
as low as 25◦C (Figure 2B and C). The absolute length of the
stem-loop must be under a degree of selective pressure. Im-
portantly, the most structured stem-loops (5, 12 and 13) are
highly conserved (74)) suggesting that stem–loop length me-
diated regulation is a universal feature for proper viral pro-
duction, but subtle differences exist in the stem–loop length
between individual viruses. This matches with experiments
in MHV virus where altering the pairing of stem–loop 1 re-
duced the efficiency of viral production (79). This suggests
that stem-loop length may be co-evolving with N-protein
RBD2/dimerization sequence, protein amount or both.

RBD1 prefers TRS-like sequences in an RNA structure-
dependent manner

RBD1 preferentially crosslinked adjacent to SL3/TRS in
the first 1000nt of the SARS-CoV-2 genome (26) (Supple-
mentary Figure S5A and B). Our model suggests that two
primary sequence motifs (YRRRY) contained within SL3,
the loop and the TRS-L enhance N-protein condensation.
All TRS-B motifs (save Orf7A and B) (Figure 5D) are sim-
ilarly double stranded in the genome and contain varying
numbers YRRRY motifs with E containing a single motif
and N containing 4 in the original Wuhan isolate of SARS-
CoV-2. The variable enrichment of RBD1 condensate pro-
moting YRRRY motifs is correlated to the relative abun-
dance of sgmRNAs in the transcriptome of SARS-CoV-2
infected cells (Figure 5C) with Nucleocapsids sgmRNA be-
ing the most abundant with the most condensation promot-
ing motifs. This suggests a model where preferential con-
densation at the TRS-B of N may promote N sgmRNA gen-
eration over other sgmRNAs. Mutations in variants of con-
cern create additional condensate promoting motifs in the
TRS-B of N which alter the phase behavior and may allow
for the earlier and more frequent generation of N sgmRNA
to produce N-protein. Mutations which enhance N-protein
total amount (80) or addition of accessory N-protein (59)
enhance viral replication by plaque assay. Collectively, these
results suggest that preferential production of N sgmRNA’s
provides a selective advantage to SARS-CoV-2.

RNA sequence/structure features encode N-protein interac-
tions to regulate RNA condensation

Distinct N-protein ‘stickers’ are distributed throughout the
genome (Figure 6B). This prompted us to hypothesize N-
protein sticker patterning could be relevant for packag-
ing. Although N-protein clearly has tendencies to form
macroscopic condensates in vitro and in cells, the pack-
aged genome is instead packed into regularly-spaced RNPs
which may be arrested in coarsening. Reconstituted N-
protein mixed with 1000nt RNA fragments in physiologi-
cal salt and pH was able to form clusters that were roughly
1.75X-2.5X the diameter of the RNP, the unit of packaging
of the virion (Figure 6D and E). This size difference sug-
gests that either (i) the RNA content of the RNP is ∼500–
1000nt (to give a 14–20 nm RNP diameter) or (ii) further,
compaction occurs in the cells. We suggest the former pos-
sibility is more likely as there is a number range of RNPs
(30–35 by cryo-EM suggesting each RNP must contain less
then 1000nt (∼30 kb genome/∼35 RNPs) and there is likely
a flexible linker region composed of RNA depleted in N-
protein (less electron dense) between each RNP to facilitate
compaction. Additionally, ∼500–1000 is the approximate
size of the majority of the topological organization within
the SARS-CoV-2 virion (81). These data suggest that the
information needed to condense the RNA genome is con-
tained within the genomic RNA sequence.

Future directions will involve modeling of the SARS-
CoV-2 dsRNA and structured TRS-loop-like sequences
patterning across the genome to examine if indeed sequence
element patterning is sufficient for RNP patterning (12,82).
Of note, the length of viral RNA fragments tested in this
work (0.5 and 1 kb) is highly relevant for this consideration
as each RNP/egg is likely to contain <1 kb. We and others
have observed that longer RNAs (32) including RNA pu-
rified from infected cells containing SARS-CoV-2 genome
(26) results in a ‘string of pearls’ type droplets rather than
rounded droplets further suggesting that the formation of
RNPs/eggs is recapitulated cell free. Thus, the fragments
tested here are short enough to encode single RNP/egg like
features but long enough to have sequence and structural
complexity to allow for observable regional differences in
condensation.

N-protein accumulation regulates infection by
tuned/patterned affinity for dsRNA stickers

Our data (Figure 7) suggests a mechanism by which N-
protein can perform multiple distinct functions over time
in the same cytoplasm depending on N-protein concentra-
tion. Following viral entry, N-protein concentration is low.
The low protein concentration allows for N-protein to dis-
sociate from the condensed genome and for the initiation of
translation. As infection progresses, N-protein’s (and other
structural proteins) accumulation is driven by production
from sub-genomic transcripts (48,83). The accumulation
of N-protein initiates a switch from translation to packag-
ing, shutting down non-structural protein production while
sparing the sub-genomic RNAs (which lack the most struc-
tured stem-loops 5 and on) (48,56). The structure of the
RBD1 motif, the TRS, on the sub-genomic RNA is also pre-
dicted to regulate translation in a structure dependent man-
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ner with unstructured TRS present on the highly translated
N-protein sub-genomic RNA (56,83).The enrichment of
high affinity N-protein binding sites at genome ends may al-
low for condensation-mediated circularization to promote
single genome packaging (26,82). Finally, within double
membrane vesicles, RNPs form as additional N-protein ac-
cumulates over time, with high concentration driving N-
protein recruitment to low affinity sites in the genome cen-
ter. The condensed genome ultimately matures into viri-
ons. We have identified unique dsRNA encoded ‘stickers’
for N-protein conferred by the two RNA binding domains.
The patterning and quality of the two N-protein dsRNA
stickers can confer N-protein’s multiple functions through
concentration dependent binding and condensation. Thus,
biochemical complexity needed for viral replication can be
achieved with minimal components.

Considerations for other RNA-based phase separation

Notably, increasing RNA order, rather than disorder,
through additional RNA structure drives N-protein con-
densation. These results contrast with those observed by
the Mayr lab where increased disordered, single-stranded
regions in RNA promoted intramolecular association and
condensation (84). This discrepancy is likely due to dif-
ferences in the proteins, specifically the preference of
both of N-protein’s RNA binding domains for the highly-
structured RNA genome of SARS-CoV-2 (dsRNA stick-
ers).

Our work suggests that reconstitution experiments of
phase separating proteins with similar dsRNA preferences
must be carried out with physiological RNA targets to cap-
ture biological behavior. DsRNA–protein interactions are
not captured with poly A or U. In short, RNA sequence
and structure profoundly influence the behavior of phase-
separating systems. Finally, this work shows the complexity
of the RNA–protein code in determining the kinetics, and
emergent properties of biomolecular condensates. We pre-
dict that this is the tip of the iceberg in terms of unraveling
the information provided by RNA sequence to specify the
form and function of condensates.
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